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Dear Teachers,
We are delighted that you and your students will see Nashville Repertory Theatre’s production of Inherit the
Wind. The themes of the play and the conflict at the heart of the Scopes trial still resonate deeply today. Please
find within activities for students to explore some of the elements of both the play and the original trial.
Enjoy the show!

TPAC Education
Pictured: Sculptor Zenos Frudakis working on his statue of Clarence Darrow installed this past July facing the
statue of William Jennings Bryan on the lawn of the Rhea County Courthouse in Dayton, Tennessee.
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The Scopes Trial, commonly referred to as the Scopes Evolution Trial or the Scopes Monkey trial, began on July
10th, 1925. The defendant, John Thomas Scopes, was a high school coach and substitute teacher who had been charged
with violating the Butler Act by teaching the theory of evolution in his classes. The Butler Act forbid the teaching of any
theory that denied the biblical story of
Creationism. By teaching that man had
descended from apes, the theory of evolution,
Scopes was charged with breaking the law.
The trial took place in Dayton, Tennessee, and
was the result of a carefully orchestrated series
of events that were intended to bring publicity,
and therefore money, into the town by a group
of local businessmen. In reality, Scopes was
unsure of whether he had ever actually taught
the theory of evolution, but he had reviewed
the chapter in the evolution textbook with
students, and he agreed to incriminate himself
so that the Butler Act could be challenged by
the ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union).
Several students were encouraged to testify
against Scopes at the trial.
With thanks to this summary from American History Magazine by J.
Kingston Pierce at history.net

Photo from the Tennessee State Archives

Inherit the Wind is a fictionalized account for the stage of the 1925 Scopes “Monkey” Trial, which resulted in the

conviction of John T. Scopes for breaking Tennessee law, by teaching Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution to a high school
science class. The role of Matthew Harrison Brady is intended to reflect the personality and beliefs of William Jennings
Bryan, while that of Henry Drummond is intended to be similar to that of Clarence Darrow. Bryan and Darrow, formerly
close friends, opposed one another at the
Scopes trial. The character of E. K. Hornbeck
is modeled on that of H. L. Mencken, who
covered the trial for The Baltimore Sun, and
the character of Bertram Cates corresponds
to John Scopes.
The play’s title comes from Proverbs 11:29,
which in the King James Bible reads:
He that troubleth his own house shall
inherit the wind: and the fool shall be
servant to the wise of heart.
In Act Two, Scene One, Brady admonishes
Reverend Brown with this Bible quote for
alienating his daughter when he gives a fiery
sermon against Cates.
Original Broadway Production: Ed Begley, Tony Randall, Paul Muni

Producing a classic
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... Over 60 Years Later
When Inherit the Wind opened on Broadway in 1955, it was portraying a different period in history, though the writing
and ideas were contemporary. In 2018, the story is 93 years-old, the play is 63 years-old, but the pivotal questions and
concerns surrounding the need to protect independent thinking remain as relevant today as ever. There is still, however,
a considerable challenge in presenting a mid-20th century play to current audiences. How will they understand and feel
its relevance? How can a director present a classic work in a new fresh way for maximum impact?
Reading both The Playwrights' Note below and the conversation with director René Copeland, included on the following
pages, provides enormous insight and allows an audience member to feel better prepared to experience Nashville
Repertory’ Theare’s production of the play.

The Playwrights' Note from Inherit the Wind
“Inherit the Wind is not history. The events which took place in Dayton, Tennessee, during the
scorching July of 1925 are clearly the genesis of this play. It has, however, an exodus entirely its
own.
Only a handful of phrases have been taken from the actual transcript of the famous Scopes Trial.
Some of the characters of the play are related to the colorful figures in that battle of giants;
but they have life and language of their own and, therefore, names of their own.
The greatest reporters and historians of the century have written millions of words about the
"Monkey Trial." We are indebted to them for their brilliant reportage. And we are grateful to the
late Arthur Garfield Hays who recounted to us much of the unwritten vividness of the Dayton
adventure from his own memory and experience. [Guidebook Note: Hays was a co-founder of
the ACLU.}
The collision of Bryan and Darrow at Dayton was dramatic, but it was not a drama. Moreover, the
issues of their conflict have acquired new dimension and meaning in the thirty years since they
clashed at the Rhea County Courthouse. So Inherit the Wind does not pretend to be journalism.
It is theatre. It is not 1925. The stage directions set the time as "Not long ago." It might have been
yesterday. It could be tomorrow.”

Jerome Lawrence
Robert E. Lee

Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee during naming
celebrations for the Lawrence and Lee Theatre Research
Institute in 1986 - with thanks to the Ohio State University Libraries
Lawrence and Lee wrote many additional plays together
including Auntie Mame, The Gang’s All Here, Only in
America, A Call on Kuprin, Diamond Orchid, The Night
Thoreau Spent in Jail, and First Monday in October.
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How Did We Get from Darwin to Inherit the Wind?

It would be difficult to fully understand the significance of Inherit the Wind without first understanding some background
on the circumstances that allowed trial of The State of Tennessee v. John Thomas Scopes to happen in the first place. What
follows is a timeline designed to present the key moments as they actually occurred vs. the fictionalized account in the classic
courtroom drama.

Date

Events that led to the Scopes Trial and Inherit the Wind
Event

Charles Darwin’s The Origin of Species is published.
Darwin publishes his second book, The Descent of Man in which he states, “man is descended from
1871
a hairy, tailed quadruped, probably arboreal in its habits, and an inhabitant of the Old World.”
Former congressman and former Secretary of State, William Jennings Bryan, becomes a leader
1921
in the anti-evolution movement.
Bryan delivers a lecture in Nashville entitled “Is the Bible true?” Copies of the speech are given
1924
to members of the Tennessee legislature, including Rep. John Washington Butler.
Rep. Butler introduces legislation in the Tennessee House of Representatives calling for a ban on
Jan. 21, 1925 the teaching of evolution. The Butler Act would prohibit the teaching of, “any theory that denies
the story of the Divine Creation of man as taught in the Bible.”
The Butler Act becomes law, when signed by TN Governor Austin Peay, and becomes the first in
March 21, 1925
the United States to ban the teaching of evolution, which was already being widely taught at the time.
The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), formed just five years earlier and looking to increase their
May 4, 1925
visibility, places an ad in a Chattanooga newspaper seeking teachers willing to challenge the new Butler
Law with “friendly” test case.
In response to the ACLU ad, and in an effort to generate publicity and boost the economy of Dayton, TN
a group of local leaders met at Fred Robinson’s drugstore. It was there they designed a plan to bring the
May 5, 1925
case to Dayton. They recruited 24 year-old John Thomas Scopes, a substitute teacher and football coach,
to be indicted in order to bring the case to trial. Mr. Scopes always maintained that he never actually
taught evolution in his classroom.
William Jennings Bryan offers to join the prosecution team, ensuring that the case would receive
May 12, 1925 significant national interest. Several days later, well-known attorneys Clarence Darrow and Dudley Field
Malone announce their interest in representing Scopes.
May 25, 1925 Scopes is indicted by a grand jury for violating Tennessee’s anti-evolution law.
Dayton prepares for an unprecedented barrage of trial-related publicity. Dayton’s main road is
transformed into a pedestrian mall; a speaker’s platform is built on the lawn of the courthouse; and the
May-July, 1925 courtroom is set up with the latest technology to transmit the story to the world. The first such broadcast
of its kind included, the use of telegraph and telephone, movie-newsreel camera platforms and radio
microphones along with WGN Radio live broadcasts of the trial.
July 10, 1925 – Judge John Raulston presides over The State of Tennessee v. John Thomas Scopes.
July 21, 1925
Due to heat the proceedings are moved outdoors. The defense calls Bryan to testify as a biblical expert.
July 20, 1925
Clarence Darrow asks Bryan a series of questions about whether the Bible should be interpreted literally.
1859
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Judge Raulston rules that Bryan cannot return to the stand and directs that his testimony be expunged
from the record. Darrow then asks the court to find Scopes guilty. This move allows a higher court to
consider an appeal. In just nine minutes of deliberation, the jury returns its guilty verdict. Scopes is fined
$100, which both Bryan and the ACLU offer to pay on his behalf. Thus ends the trial.

In his only statement of the trial, John Scopes responds to the verdict by declaring he will, “oppose this
law in any way I can. Any other action would be in violation of my ideal of academic freedom – that is,
to teach the truth as guaranteed in our constitution, of person and religious freedom.”
July 26, 1925 Bryan dies in his sleep, in Dayton, just five days after the Scopes trial ends.
The Butler law is declared constitutional by The Tennessee Supreme Court. However, the verdict
Jan. 15, 1927
in the Scopes Trial is overturned on a technicality.
March 13, 1938 Clarence Darrow dies at the age of 80.
Loosely based on the Scopes trial and written in reaction to McCarthyism, Inherit the Wind opens
Jan. 10, 1955
on Broadway.
The film version of Inherit the Wind opens in Dayton, TN at a drive-in movie theater. Scopes is given
1960
the key to the city when he returns to Dayton for the premiere.
The Butler Act is repealed in Tennessee 42 years after it became law and after the conclusion
May 17, 1967
of the Scopes Monkey Trial.

Rhea County Courthouse,
Dayton, Tennessee
The Romanesque Revival-Italian villa
style courthouse was originally built
in 1891 and designated a National
Historic Landmark in 1977. While
the courthouse has been restored,
the Scopes Trial courtroom on the
second floor still contains the original
judge's bench, four tables, railing,
jury chairs, and spectator seats.
The courthouse is still in use today
and open to the public. There is also
an annual Scopes Trial Festival
during which there is a re-enactment
of the trial. Dayton is situated between
Chattanooga and Knoxville,
Tennessee, approximately 150 miles from Nashville, Tennessee. The Scopes Trial Museum is also in Dayton and contains
exhibits, photos, and news clippings from the famous trial.
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A Conversation with Director René Copeland of Nashville Repertory Theatre
We are grateful that Nashville Repertory Theatre’s Artistic Director and Director of Inherit the Wind, René Copeland (RC),
was able to chat with TPAC Education (TPAC) about her artistic vision for the Nashville Repertory production.
What follows are excerpts from that conversation.
TPAC: Have your thoughts about the play, and how you will present the play, continued to evolve alongside the current
socio-political climate in our country?
RC: The experience of the presidential campaign and election crystallized into this thought: thinking people are the most
important commodity in our country today. People must be encouraged to think for themselves. This is the idea driving
the play and the Rep’s production. So many people still reject evolution, when 99.9% of scientists accept it.
The character of Brady is a charismatic, whose views are absorbed unquestioned by followers, resulting in a version
of group think. The character links religion and politics, defining evolution as not God-like. Even though the trial in
the play is lost, the message clearly supports evolution. Drummond’s arguments begin to sway some spectators as
Brady’s arguments begin to flounder. The townspeople are prodded to and work to discover what they believe.
The actors’ challenge will be to portray that interior work on the part of their characters.
TPAC: How will your collaboration with Lipscomb work on this show? How will Lipscomb students be involved?
RC: There will be ten professional actors, with Brian Russell playing Drummond and Chip Arnold playing Brady. Fifteen
Lipscomb students will be involved in all aspects of production, including being on stage. They are earning college credit
for this work as if it were a Lipscomb production. Students will play three important roles: Bertram Cates, the school
teacher on trial, District Attorney Tom Davenport, and Rachel Brown. It is the most robust partnership between this
company and a university in The Rep’s history.
TPAC: How do you anticipate having the community conversations planned for this play?
RC: To foster dialogue, the Rep and Lipscomb will offer “conversation events” in the weeks before the performance
to encourage community dialogue. Conversation facilitators will be people who authentically represent the perspectives
of theologian, scientist, scientist/believer, etc. Their role is to be catalysts for conversation.
TPAC: Do you plan to present the play as noted in the script: “Time: Summer. Not too long ago. Place: A small town.”
Or, instead, will you set it as a “period piece”?
RC: Yes, it is a period piece and will be set in the actual historical time of the trial on which it is based – 1925. It is not
a reenactment, although it is based on historical events. A Tennessee theatre company is ideally suited to bring this
Tennessee story to the stage. There will be no caricatures. Characters on both sides of the debate will be authentic and
grounded to reinforce their humanity.
TPAC: Will the setting be as described in the play – with the courtroom in the foreground, without a back wall and the
rest of the courthouse square and town above and behind the courtroom on a raked level?
RC: The set will not be exactly as described in the play. There will be a central courtroom, and the “town” will surround
it. It will bear the Rep stamp – which is often an all-inclusive, wall-to-wall experience– but taken even further, so as to give
the audience the sense that they are IN the courtroom audience. Including the audience as spectators in the courtroom will
create intimacy, connection, and a visceral experience of the action.
In our design concept, the courtroom is at the center of everything. Set elements depicting the town will surround the
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audience on three sides. Some elements will actually attach tothe seating banks. Gary Hoff ’s design is inspired by the actual
courtroom in Dayton, incorporating architectural details like the window shape and the clock tower.
TPAC: Why is the truth of theatre as important as the truth of journalism?
RC: In order for the truth of journalism to do us any good, we have to first understand ourselves. Theatre gives people
a chance to “practice” being human and to understand people different from ourselves.
TPAC: In these days of accusations of “fake news” , is there a danger in re-telling the story and altering the facts?
RC: Well, it’s a play, not a documentary. As a work of art, it is inspired by facts, but these facts are then taken and shaped
into a story. Stories have a different kind of truth that is also important. When art is based on history, it does ask that you
make that differentiation and experience it not as journalism, but as a story that will teach you something about being
human.

Schematic by set designer Gary Hoff for Inherit the Wind
The Clock Tower Unit will hang over the main acting area, with extended cornice sections.
The piece is based on the clock tower at the Rhea County Courthouse in Dayton.
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Case #1- Connecting the use of persuasion and advocacy in the courtroom to everyday life.
Materials: copies of Partner A and B Instructions on the following page.
Part A
Opening Statements
• Ask students to define the word “persuade”.
• Ask students if there are some everyday situations in which they find themselves working to persuade someone else
either to take an action or shift their understanding or beliefs? Examples might be from any part of their life: trying to
get their siblings to do their chores, persuading teachers not to give homework, convincing friends to engage on social
media. Keep track of responses on white board or flip chart.
• Ask students to list some everyday situations in which they find that someone is trying to persuade them to either
take an action or shift their understanding or beliefs? Again, examples might be from any part of their life: politicians
seeking a vote, vendors selling a video game, parents demanding chores be done.
• Introduce the word “advocate”. Discuss the relationship between the two verbs “persuade” and “advocate”.
• Ask students what kind of situations require an advocate.
• Examine together the principles of persuasion on page ten by Professor Thomas A. Mauet. Which ones do students
think translate into life outside a courtroom? What other tactics are powerful tools of persuasion? What tone of voice
should be used? Would students use different tones for different situations?
Part B
Presenting Your Case
For the next portion of the activity, students will each need a partner. Each pair should find their own space in the room.
• Have each pair quickly select a circumstance to advocate for and against from the lists generated above and choose
which partner will be A and which will be B.
• Both partners will prepare to persuade the other by answering two questions to determine the direction of his/her
persuasion on the chosen topic: “What is your point of view (POV)?” and “What are you asking of your partner?”
• Give pairs the Partner A Instructions on the next page.
• Let students know they will have only 30 seconds to make their case and capture their partner’s attention. Start the 30
seconds and call time when the 30 seconds are over.
• Check in with students about their experience:
àà How did it go – were you able to persuade your partner to turn around?
àà How was it challenging?
àà How did you adjust the way you used your voice and words to persuade your partner?
• Keeping the same topic, switch the advocacy role and give pairs the Partner B Instructions on the next page.
• Let students know they will have only 30 seconds to make their case and engage their partner. Start the 30 seconds and
call time when the 30 seconds are over.
• Check in with students about their experience:
àà How was it different to face each other and see each other’s expression?
àà Did you find yourself adjusting the way you tried to persuade your partner?
àà Did you feel you succeeded in persuading your partner?
For Further Deliberation
• How might students’ experience with this activity impact persuasion abilities and advocacy efforts in their own life?
• How might advocacy efforts be altered by circumstances? For example: What would happen if it were 105 degrees
outside with no air conditioning inside, as it was for days at the Scopes trial?
• Would students’ efforts at persuasion be affected it their arguments took place inside a courtroom with hundreds
of witnesses watching?
• What if the stakes were really high – students’ persuasion would decide someone’s freedom or incarceration, even
their life or death?

Case #1- Advocacy
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Partner A Instructions:
1. Have Partner B turn his/her back to you and sit or stand a minimum
of 6 paces away from you.
2. It is now your job to use only your voice and choice of words to persuade
Partner B of the merits of your “case.”
3. Be a strong advocate for your POV on your selected topic.
4. Let your partner know that ONLY if you are able to fully convince them
is she/he to turn and face you.
5. Let your partner know that he/she may not talk to you or ask questions;
he/she only can listen.

Partner B Instructions:
1. Have Partner A sit or stand a minimum of 6 paces away from you while
FACING you.
2. It is now your job to use your voice, choice of words AND facial expressions
and body language to persuade your partner of the merits of your “case.”
3. Be a strong advocate for your POV on your selected topic.
4. Consider your partner’s earlier efforts and adjust your tactics for greatest
impact.
5. You may move closer or further from Partner A, but you may NOT touch
your partner.
6. Ask Partner A to truthfully show you how he/she feels about your efforts
to influence him/her using his/her own body language and facial expressions.
7. Partner A may not respond verbally or vocally.

Persuasion Principles
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Professor Thomas A. Mauet is considered a foremost authority on trial techniques. His writings are standard for law
students, and his expertise in the art of advocacy and persuasion is widely recognized in the U.S. and abroad. His years
in the courtroom provide the vast experience and colorful background for his extensive teaching and writing.
Professor Thomas A. Mauet – 6 principles of persuasion
1. Think like a juror – the case must be juror-centered to win their hearts and minds.
2. Select a theory of the case – each party’s version of what really happened.
3. Select the trial vocabulary of themes and labels – themes equal words that summarize your theory of the case (this case
is about ___); labels equal descriptive words and phrases that convey images and attitudes.
4. Focus on the people, not the problem – keep it focused on the human side.
5. Use storytelling principles – conflict and resolution presented through visual and visceral.
6. Focus on the key disputed issues – which version of the undisputed evidence is true?
The 6 principles above are not self-executing. They do not happen accidentally. Influence must be earned,
and that requires one additional principle.
7. Be an advocate.
àà An advocate is a fighter.
àà Advocates convey a sense of injustice.
àà Advocates maintain their credibility.
àà Advocates are teachers and guides.
àà Advocates are directors.
àà Advocates control the courtroom.

William Jennings Bryan in the Rhea
County Courthouse

Clarence Darrow during the Scopes Trial.
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Case #2
Exploring and creating courtroom scenes.
Part A
Opening Statements
• Begin with an open discussion about “courtroom dramas” like Law and Order. Possible questions for consideration:
àà How many of you have seen courtroom dramas on TV or film?
àà What’s the difference between “reality” courtroom shows and scripted dramas?
àà What draws us to these dynamics of the courtroom repeatedly?
àà If you were a scriptwriter, what elements of courtroom drama would you need to include?
àà Have any of you watched a famous court case live on TV? Why did you watch it?
• Invite students to name some current controversies that would serve as the lively conflict to a play with a courtroom
scene. Sample topics might include:
àà Should the start time for school stay the same or change?
àà Should college athletes get paid?
àà Should cell phones be allowed in school?
àà Should social media companies be held responsible for online bullying?
• Write the list on a white board or flip chart.
àà Which topic or issue would they most like to see explored in a play?
àà Which topic or issue do they think most needs to be explored in a play?

“Theatre is the universal means of expression. It embraces all of the arts through which
human minds seek to reach one another.”
Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. Lee – November, 1986
Instructions to the Jury
Our court system makes judgements on individual court cases based on the applicable laws, not on conflicting ideas.
However, cases determine precedents on how those laws are applied, and are often lightning rods for right and wrong ideas
as well as legal or illegal actions. They are excellent vehicles for playwrights to explore and express different views in a story.
Students should understand that Inherit the Wind is based on the actual 1925 Scopes Monkey Trial, legally known as
The State of Tennessee v. John Thomas Scopes. It is not a factual reenactment.
The play that was written almost 30 years after the trial and first appeared on Broadway in 1955. Inherit the Wind was
in part a response by Lawrence and Lee to McCarthyism and the threat to freedom of thought and speech, as was Arthur
Miller’s The Crucible, written and produced around the same time.
Inherit the Wind, in both its play and movie incarnations, has taught many Americans about the conflict of ideas between
the theory of evolution and Biblical accounts of creation that fueled the trial, with a story that shows both sides but still
has a definite point of view.
Definition of McCarthyism
A vociferous campaign against alleged communists in the US government and other institutions carried out under
Senator Joseph McCarthy in the period 1950–54. Many of the accused were blacklisted or lost their jobs, although most
did not in fact belong to the Communist Party.

Case #2 - Dramatizing
				a Court Case
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Part B
Materials: copies of “Creating a Courtroom Scene: Instructions” on the next page
Preparing Arguments
• Using the list from Part A, ask questions selected from the following list, before moving to the next part of the
exploration. This discussion is intended to ease students into the idea of writing and portraying characters they
may not like and with whom they may not agree.
àà How many of you have ever participated in debate team or mock court?
àà It is the responsibility of a lawyer to advocate for his client or cause regardless of his personal views or beliefs?
Why is that a worthy pursuit?
àà How does one commit to advocate for a person, cause, or view that they don’t agree with?
àà Are actors sometimes charged with portraying a less than likable character with whom they do not have much
in common?
àà How do you think they approach that task?
• Encourage your students to look beyond their own feelings and beliefs, just as a lawyer must and as an actor must.
Ask students to commit to wearing someone else’s shoes for the sake of the process and for the chance that in doing
so they may gain some fresh insight.
Presenting the Case
• Ask students to choose one issue from their list and imagine a “test” case that will allow that issue to move forward.
Students will create and perform a courtroom scene showcasing part of their case.
• Have students split into groups of five to seven and find their own work area in the room.
• Give copies of the instructions for creating a courtroom scene on the next page and go over them as a class.
• Allow students as much time to work as possible.
• Remind students that all group
members should participate in
Part A and everyone should have
a specific job in Part B.
• Take time for all groups to share
their work and to discuss the
performances.
• If time permits, continue with Part C
as a discussion or writing exercise.
For Further Deliberation
• Ask students about their process
and choice making throughout
the lesson.
• Is it easy to wrangle with difficult
issues in daily conversation?
• Does dramatizing an issue make
it any easier to understand?
• Do students have new thoughts
on how they might handle
controversial issues with the
people in their lives, with their
friends, social media followers,
or family members?

Clarence Darrow and William Jennings Bryan during the Scopes trial. (AP photo)
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Creating a Courtroom Scene: Instructions
Part A
• Choose an issue from the list that interests your group for an imaginary court
case that highlights and explores both sides.
• Decide which type of case will highlight your issue.
ààa civil case with a person or group suing another for damages due to the issue
ààa criminal case with someone breaking a law over the issue
• Brainstorm characters that will be in your scene. Describe their personalities.
• Court cases are long; decide which part will make the strongest scene.
ààa witness testimony
ààan opening argument
ààa lawyer’s cross examination
ààa final judgement
ààsomething else
• Give your scene a beginning, middle, and end.
Part b
• Quickly cast the roles - who will play which character?
• Who is the set designer, figuring out how the courtroom is set up?
• Who will be the director and tell the actors where to go?
• Who will be the head playwright encouraging additional lines?
• Do you need sound effects, props, costume elements?
• STAGE THE SCENE.
• Practice it; don’t just talk about it! (Some answers will come with improvising.)
Part C
• What happens to the characters outside the courtoom, either before or after the
big courtroom scene?
• What other scenes does your play need?
• How does your play end?

Case #3 - Scenic Design
Case #3
Exploring set design challenges for Inherit the Wind.
Materials needed:
paper, pencils, scissors, and pads of post-it notes
copies of Gary Hoff ’s set design drawings for Nashville
Repertory Theatre on the following pages
Part A
Opening Statements

• Ask students whether they have seen footage of a courtroom
on TV, either real or fictional.
• Ask students to list what set elements are needed for
a courtroom scene.
• Ask students how filming a courtroom scene on television
might be different than creating a courtroom scene in a theater.
• Ask students what they think are the main challenges of
a courtroom scene might be for a set designer.

Part B
Presenting Your Case
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Description at the top of Act I, Scene 1
of Inherit the Wind
In and around the Hillsboro Courthouse.
The foreground is the actual courtroom
with jury box, judge’s bench, and a scattering of trial-scarred chairs and counsel
tables. The back wall of the courtroom is
non-existent. On a raked level above it is
the courthouse square, the Main Street and
the converging streets of the town. This is
not so much a literal view of Hillsboro as it
is an impression of a sleepy, obscure country town about to be vigorously awakened.
It is important to the concept of the play
that the town is visible always, looming
there, as much on trial as the individual
defendant. The crowd is equally important
throughout, so that the court becomes
a cock-pit, an arena, with the active
spectators on all sides of it.

•
•
•
•

Each student needs a partner, a place to work with paper, pencils, scissors, and post-it notes.
Students are going to create a floor plan of a courtroom for a play.
Ask them to take a piece of paper and indicate where the stage is and where the audience will be sitting.
Ask students to label post-it notes as elements of the set (such as judge’s bench, jury box, etc.) and
begin arranging them on the paper. (Post-its can be creased just beyond the sticky strip, and they will stand
up stuck to paper.) Students can cut the post-it notes to represent the different sizes of set elements, and try
out different arrangements, making sure the audience will be able to see the action of the play.
• When all have finalized their design arrangements, leave them on the desks. Have students walk around
the room to view each other’s work. Ask them to share what they noticed with out judgements.

Part C
Closing Arguments

• Read aloud the set description from the play above.
• What additional set elements will need to be designed? Do students think set designers always produce a set
exactly as the playwright describes?
• Review with students the following set design pages by Gary Hoff that show the floor plan for Inherit the
Wind. What do they notice that is different or similar to their own?
• We also have included some design drawings that show additional design elements beyond the courtroom
layout. Are students surprised by the amount of detail in the plans?

For Further Deliberation:

àà Ask students to find pictures of outside and inside of the Rhea County Courthouse online. Can they see
any elements that might have inspired Gary Hoff?
àà Do students feel they came up with workable designs?
àà Do students think working on design challenges for a courtroom scene themselves will change the way
they look at the scenic design when they see Inherit the Wind?

Ground Plan: view looking straight down on set. Additional audience seating banks are located on this side.
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Above: Interior Courthouse Windows
There will be three of these hung windows behind the judge’s bench.
They are based on the windows in the Rhea County Courthouse.

Left: Judge’s Bench
Based on the original at the Rhea
County Courthouse in Dayton
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Town Surround
The town surround will be a bas-relief sculptural unit in a limited color pallet (sepia tones with green trees.
The town surround will be seen at all time since the courtroom has no actual walls. The visibility of the
surround represents the whole town being on trial.

Hanging Tree Panels
There will be five of these tree hanging pieces over each of the side seating banks. They will be made
of screening with stamped leaves. The designer is trying to create the impression of large trees surrounding
the courthouse square.

Case # 4 - Political Art
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Case # 4

Responding to current events with political cartoons and music.
Materials: copies of the political cartoons and excerpts from songs on the following pages
Opening Statements
The Scopes Monkey Trial brought Dayton, TN worldwide attention. It also became the first court case to receive massive
media attention with national coverage of the trial in newspapers and radio. The event became a spectacle that drew
spectators, journalists, and protestors as well as entrepreneurs selling everything from monkey dolls to photographs
with a real chimpanzee “movie star”. Many artists and songwriters of the time responded to the landmark trial and the
important ideas behind it with political cartoons and folk songs.
• Ask students if they are familiar with political cartoons. Discuss their purpose.
• Explain that political cartoonists use several methods to make their point. Cartoonists often use symbolism,
exaggeration, labeling, analogy, and irony to put across their message.
• Show students a few political cartoons on the following pages that were created about the Scopes Monkey Trial, and
discuss their reactions and thoughts about the cartoons.
àà What appears to be the cartoonist’s opinion on this issue?
àà Do they find this cartoon persuasive? Why or why not?
• Move on to songs and read aloud the lyrics written about The Scopes Monkey Trial.
Presenting the Case
• Working in pairs or small groups challenge students to create their own political cartoon or lyrics to a song for a recent
issue that is causing a media circus in our nation.
• Give students 3–5 minutes to brainstorm and select a topic for the song or cartoon with their partners or groups. If
preferable, the brainstorming can be done with the entire class before splitting off into small groups.
• Ask them to brainstorm ideas about what aspect of the topic seems to suggest a cartoon or song to best express their
point of view.
• Ask students to focus their cartoon or song on persuading the viewer or listener to see things from their perspective.
• Tell students to make sure they add humor!
• Ask students to remember that while they are advocating for their point of view they should also demonstrate respect
for people with an opposing point of view.
• Allow students as much time as possible to create and still allow a chance to share their work.
Closing Arguments
Questions to ask as students respond and reflect on the songs and cartoons of their classmates:
àà What did students notice in their classmates work that was surprising to them?
àà Were they own opinions on the topic influenced by the cartoon or song?
àà What did they find challenging in the assignment?
àà How did they resolve these challenges?
àà Were they pleased with their efforts?
àà Do students think creating political cartoons and songs will shift the way they look at topical songs and cartoons
in the future?
For Further Deliberation - post performance
àà How does Inherit the Wind remain relevant today?
àà Is it important to continue to produce this classic theatre piece? Explain why or why not?

Can’t Make a Monkey of Me
Billy Rose & Clarence Gaskell
We’re in a revolution just over evolution.
The battle of ages is on.
Some scientists have claimed
We’re human just by name,
That monkeys and men are the same.
But Darwin’s theory doesn’t sound good
to me.
I might have monkey manners
But with him I can’t agree.
You can’t make a monkey of me.
You can’t make a monkey of me.
There’s not a monkey in my family tree.
I’ve searched on each branch from Adam
to me.
I am inclined to believe
The story of Adam and Eve.
There’s no chimpanzee
In my pedigree.
And you can’t make a monkey of me.
You can’t make a monkey of me.
You can’t make a monkey of me.
Can science ever prove it?
Will monkey trials remove it?
We don’t have ideas of our own.
In some would monkeys be.
Let them stay in their tree.
But don’t talk their chatter to me.
That long missing link
Puts history on the blink.
I’ll give you my opinion
The whole chain was lost I think.
You can’t make a monkey of me.
You can’t make a monkey of me.
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Bryan’s Last Fight
By Vernon Dalhart
Listen now all you good people
And a story I will tell.
About a man named Mr. Bryan
A man that we all loved so well.
He believed the Bible’s teaching
And he stood for what was right.
He was strong in his conviction
And for them he’d always fight.
Now he’s gone way up in heaven
Where he’ll find an open door.
But the lesson that he taught us
It will live forevermore.
When the good folks had their troubles
Down in Dayton far away.
Mr. Bryan went to help them
And he worked both night and day.
There he fought for what was righteous
And the battle it was won.
Then the Lord called him to heaven
For his work on earth was done.
If you want to go to heaven
When your work on earth is through
You must believe as Mr. Bryan
You will fail unless you do.

Additional Resources
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Scopes Monkey Trial slide show from the News Sentinel Archives – KnoxNews
http://bit.ly/2noOdxX
Tennessean video about trial
http://tnne.ws/2vindRY
Field Trip Knoxville – great short clip
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/roadshow/video/201305F02.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/roadshow/stories/articles/2014/9/29/scopes-monkey-trial
“The Scopes Trial: A Final Word”, a speech on the occasion of the 75th anniversary of the Scopes Trial, July 10,
2000, by Professor Douglas Linder
http://www.famous-trials.com/scopesmonkey/2127-home
Rhea Country Courthouse:
http://www.rheacounty.com/scopes.html
https://www.tnvacation.com/local/dayton-scopes-trial-museum-rhea-county-courthouse
Timeline of the Monkey Trial
https://www.npr.org/2005/07/05/4723956/timeline-remembering-the-scopes-monkey-trial
Lessons Learned from Monkeying with History:
http://nbcnews.to/2E1XoO6
Smithsonian Archive
Photographs at this link were taken by Watson Davis, Managing Editor of Science Service,
while he was in Dayton, Tennessee during the trial in 1925.
http://bit.ly/2Fvtf76
The role of the Baltimore Sun in the Scopes trial
http://www.baltimoresun.com/entertainment/sun-magazine/bs-sm-sun-makes-news-20120526-story.html
Archival coverage of the Scopes Trial by H.L.Mencken
https://archive.org/stream/CoverageOfTheScopesTrialByH.l.Mencken/ScopesTrialMencken.txt
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